CASH IN YOUR CHIPS
Winter 2003

…and scratches
There’s profit to be found in small chips,
scratches, and dings – and now you can
get it, thanks to the new Cycle Time
Reduction (CTR™) Repair System from
R-M®. The R-M CTR Repair System lets you fix
small damage without clearcoating the entire
panel – just the spot you repaired; that keeps
the repair fast, low-cost, and easy to sell.
The CTR Repair System includes new
R-M UBR200 Universal Blending
Reducer, developed specifically to allow
you to blend in a small area of clear over a small repair, without

Now, you can earn big profits from small repairs.
the edge polishing back. It also includes two spot repair
guns (your choice of Sata or DeVilbiss models offered),

COLOR-MAX®2 and SmartTOOLS ®
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a comprehensive, easy-to-follow User’s Guide, and even
two days of BASF Training. And you can guarantee the
repair with the R-M Lifetime North American Refinish

VisionPLUS® OnLine

Warranty (see Warranty certificate for complete details).
It’s everything you need to upsell your customers to a
satisfying, flawless additional repair at a reasonable

FAPS Facility – New Jersey

price – a price that will let you
cash in your chips. And scratches.

Glasurit® 90 Line

And dings. For more information,
ask your BASF jobber or call
1-800-825-3000.

www.basfrefinish.com

R-M® CTR™ Repair System

Welcome to “The Winning Spirit.”
This new BASF Automotive Refinish newsmagazine
will provide you with news and information about our
products, our programs, and the customers we’re working
with – content that we feel will be interesting and useful
to progressive, successful collision repair organizations
and distributors.
There’s a buzz on the street about BASF; for the past
three years, our sales have been steadily increasing as we
add more distribution capability and more shops switch to BASF.
They’re coming to BASF because we’ve broken through with a series of successful
innovations, such as our pioneering work with e-Business profitability solutions for
collision repair shops (VisionPLUS OnLine and our Mall sites, to name just two) and new
paint solutions that have proven to be “home runs” with body shops (like the Glasurit
Small Damage Repair System, R-M’s ultra-fast CTR Clears, and many more).
In addition, we’ve re-engineered our product fulfillment and development processes
to deliver a consistent excellence that is achieving a level of customer satisfaction
never seen before.
In short, we’re making winners – winning products, technologies and service
levels, as well as customers who are emerging as the winners in the collision repair
business competition.
As you’ll read about in this and upcoming issues, BASF and its customers are being
driven by a burgeoning confidence and excitement about the current success we’re
enjoying and the future success we’ll share. We call it… The Winning Spirit.

Glasurit 90 Line Waterborne:
Tomorrow’s Solution Today
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We all know that waterborne is coming.
With VOC regulations steadily increasing and
60-70 percent of all OEM factory finishes
now being waterborne, this technology will
likely become the standard for collision repair
facilities at some point in the years ahead.
BASF Glasurit customers have the
edge because Glasurit 90 Line waterborne is
field-proven and ready to go whenever a shop
decides to introduce it to the paint department.
BASF pioneered the development of
practical, effective waterbornes over a
decade ago with the introduction of the first
generation of 90 Line in Europe; now, secondgeneration 90 Line has been developed, and

is being used today by North American shops
with fantastic results.
Re-engineered to leverage new coatings
technologies developed since its initial introduction, second-generation 90 Line delivers
benefits including fast dry times (as little as

Find out what eBusiness can do for
your shop at www.basftoolbox.com

Al Winterman
Group V.P. Automotive Refinish
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From the home page,
you’re one click from
learning about webenabled SmartTrak2,
VisionPLUS OnLine, or
the BASF Mall Sites.

Glasurit is a registered trademark of
BASF Coatings AG.

U

3 minutes), application with standard HVLP
sprayguns, fast hiding/reduced material
consumption, and virtually no “learning
curve” for users of Glasurit 55 Line.
90 Line reduces basecoat solvent
emissions by a staggering 90 percent,
yet with durability equal to 55 Line. In short,
it achieves the low VOC levels of waterborne…
in a product that delivers the application and
durability characteristics of conventional
basecoat systems. In fact, 90 Line can
provide some advantages compared to
solvent borne basecoats, including ease of
application, blending and overall appearance.
That’s a combination that no one can
beat, and a combination that will prove
extremely valuable for BASF customers in
the future.
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R-M CTR Super-Fast Clears
Setting Speed Records
Two of the hottest new products on the
street these days are the new CTR™(“Cycle
Time Reduction”) Clears from R-M, DC5100
and DC5300.
DC5100 CTR Clear is the fastest overall
R-M clear, drying in just 10 minutes at only
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120ºF. Designed for low-bake to normal-bake
applications, high-solids DC5100 delivers a
gloss and appearance superior to what would
be expected from super-fast “production clears.”
DC5300 CTR Clear is R-M’s super-fast
“glamor” clear. Extremely high in solids,
DC5300 is designed for normal-bake to
high-bake applications. It dries in just 10
minutes at 180ºF or 20 minutes at 140ºF.
The products in the R-M CTR family are
designed to increase productivity, reduce
costs, and enhance profitability for the collision
repair center. With their accelerated speed,
DC5100 and DC5300 CTR Clears reduce cycle
times and increase through-put; their solids
content also helps reduce material usage.

With their array of advantages, the new
R-M CTR Clears set a new industry standard
for reducing time, material, and labor costs
while providing a deep, glossy finish
superior to what would be expected from
super-fast clears.
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If you’ve wondered whether web-based
e-Business tools could help your shop but
didn’t want to go through a complicated
process of finding out about it, here’s an
easy way to take a quick look… right now!
Just type the address
www.basftoolbox.com into your browser,
and sit back for a fast look-see at what
BASF e-Business tools are and what they
do. In a couple of minutes, you’ll have the
lowdown on some exciting tools; you just
might be taking the first step to increased
profits through eBusiness… today!

1 Find out why everybody’s talking
about BASF’s breakthrough transactional
Mall Sites.
2 Explore a whole new level of color
systems management with web-enabled
SmartTRAK2.
3

It’s the hands-on business profitability
toolset that’s revolutionizing collision
repair facility management – you’ve got
to check out VisionPLUS OnLine!
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Generation II Takes the Stage

VisionPLUS® OnLine burst onto the scene in
2000 as the first application of its kind – an
online business analysis toolset designed
specifically for the collision repair industry.
BASF Senior Business Development
professionals worked in shops nationwide
to compile and develop the analytical tools,
solutions, and proven “Best Practices”
required to improve the sales, productivity,
and profitability of collision repair businesses.
Now, building on the experience of over
400 shop owners, BASF has introduced
VisionPLUS OnLine “Generation II” functionality… while many of BASF’s competitors
are just getting started with Web-enabled
business analysis.

A powerful online toolset.
VisionPLUS OnLine is a system of powerful,
interactive, yet easy-to-use tools that
enable shop management to track,
evaluate, analyze, and improve every
aspect of the shop’s business, providing
unprecedented control over future success.
Here are some highlights of how it works:

1. Business Profile
Just enter a few facts about your operation,
and you’ll get an immediate, one-page
Profile of your business. You’ll also get
access to evaluation criteria and Best
Practices – proven techniques you can
use to improve your business immediately.
2. Business Planning Sections
The Business Planning Sections enable you
to analyze your shop from ten critical points
of perspective, giving you a complete 360º
view of your business:
• Financial
• Sales, Marketing & Customer Service
• Insurer Relations
• Organization, Structure & Administration
• Parts Management
• Production Management
• Paint Department
• Facility Capacity & Layout
• Personnel & Pay Plans
• Safety and Environment
You’ll have point-and-click access to
specific business tools including procedures, job descriptions, forms, pay plans,
incentives, model building plans, interactive
“what if” worksheets, and others. Thus,
you’ll be able to create a customized
process for maximizing your profitability.

3. Monthly Financial Reports
Enter your monthly financial data – sales,
gross profit, hours sold, and hours worked
– and VisionPLUS OnLine will instantly
create reports and charts reflecting Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs). You’ll see
not only your own month-to-month trends,
but how your KPIs stack up against the
industry averages and the level of selected
high-performing shops.
4. Vehicle Tracking and
Cycle Time Analysis
This VisionPLUS OnLine feature combines
vehicle tracking with automatic cycle time
analysis. In addition to being useful
4

Don’t confuse VisionPLUS OnLine with shop
management software programs. VisionPLUS
OnLine is an interactive system of business
analysis tools and processes; and because it’s
online, it provides access to a much richer,
more comprehensive set of tools than most
shops would be able to afford on their own.

VisionPLUS Online is a powerful, interactive, online
toolset that enables business owners to collaboratively
track, analyze, and improve operations.
for answering customer inquiries, this
information forms the basis for numerous
reports available to you with one click,
including your Monthly Cycle Time Analysis
and Reduction Report.

5. Facility Layout Services
You can explore a large number of model
facility designs and layouts, and see how
they would change your work flow, cycle
times, and profits. For any scenario you
choose to create, interactive worksheets
on VisionPLUS OnLine will show you the
exact effect it will have on your business.
Revolutionary new benefits for
progressive businesses
VisionPLUS OnLine is designed to improve
your bottom line. It will show you where
your weak links and bottlenecks are, and
give you industry-proven methods for
eliminating them. It will show you exactly
what to expect financially from any
improvements you’re considering.
And VisionPLUS OnLine uses 128-bit
encryption for maximum security during
transfer, and locks your data inside our stateof-the-art firewall where only your exclusive

password and user ID can access it.
To find out more about VisionPLUS
OnLine, contact your BASF representative
or go to www.basftoolbox.com.
VisionPLUS University Seminars help
you maximize VisionPLUS OnLine
VisionPLUS University Seminars and
Workshops integrate with VisionPLUS
OnLine and offer the knowledge and
skills to maximize profits. You can
attend various workshops, and the
business forms and worksheets that
you will work with are the same forms
found on VisionPLUS OnLine. In fact,
once you’re on VisionPLUS OnLine,
you can use forms populated with your
own shop data.
Having your own data within the
VisionPLUS OnLine interactive worksheets allows you to explore “what if”
scenarios (such as different pay plans
and facility layouts) before, after, or
during the time of your attendance at
any BASF VisionPLUS OnLine business
seminar or workshop.
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At its busiest times, FAPS increases its paint
department’s schedule from one shift painting
100 cars a day to three, eight-hour shifts of
painters working around the clock to paint
over 300 vehicles every 24 hours.

At the FAPS facility in New Jersey,
a 300-car day is nothing new for the Paint Department

“Over two generations, the LoBue family has built a tradition of
unsurpassed quality, unmatched customer service, and technological
superiority at its FAPS operation. By establishing strategic partnerships
with global companies like BASF, FAPS ensures continued improvement
in production capabilities and in the quality of refinished vehicles –
accomplishing both in an environmentally responsible manner.”

The nation’s toughest test for a paint
system’s productivity may be at the FAPS,
Inc., port-of-entry facility in Port Newark,
NJ, where a team of 20 workers paint at
least 100 vehicles per day. To keep the
cars churning through without paint
problems, the FAPS high-production facility
has chosen the Glasurit 55 Line polyester
basecoat refinish system.
“We have a lot of painters here with
different levels of experience,” says Joe
Primor, manager of the FAPS Refinish
department, “and everybody can handle
the Glasurit 55 Line very well.”
Joe Primor cited better hiding, coverage
with fewer coats, and faster drying times
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as key advantages that make the Glasurit
55 Line a highly productive paint system
for this high production facility.
“The Glasurit 55 Line is giving us better
hiding capability,” adds Primor. “Ninety-nine
percent of the time, it only takes two coats
to hide the primer. We’re saving an entire
coat with the Glasurit 55 Line.”
Two-coat coverage means lower
material and labor costs, which add up to
huge savings and increased profitability at
a facility as large as FAPS. At its 180-acre
complex on the water in Port Newark, FAPS
provides port-of-entry vehicle repair for
foreign auto makers, expert retrofitting
and prep for domestic auto makers, fleet

Guy Bargnes
(Marketing Director)
BASF Automotive
Refinish Group

reconditioning, resale auctions and
numerous other large contract vehicle
repair and refinishing services.
At its busiest times, FAPS increases its
paint department’s schedule from one
shift painting 100 cars a day to three,
eight-hour shifts of painters working
around the clock to paint over 300 vehicles every 24 hours.
“The Glasurit 55 Line is a great fit for
FAPS, because it’s the most productive paint
system on the market today,” says Darlene
Eilenberger, Brand Marketing Manager,
BASF Automotive Refinish group. “The
Glasurit 55 Line combines unparalleled
hiding capabilities with faster drying times

and ease of use. With these characteristics,
the collision repair facility requires less
material, less time and less labor to refinish
a vehicle in the 55 Line than with any other
high-quality system available.”
Eilenberger also noted that the
Glasurit 55 Line saves additional time with
superb color matching. This is due to the
use of state-of-the-art pigments and the
availability of the European-developed
BASF COLOR-MAX®2 color matching tool.
“The Glasurit metallic and solid-color
COLOR-MAX cabinets each contain over
3,500 chips, sprayed with actual 55 Line
refinish paint made from formulas that
match field-sampled car parts,” Eilenberger
said. “So when you pull the chip to get the
formula, you know it will match.”
The enormous FAPS facility, with
over 400,000 square feet of inside vehicle
service space, depends upon Glasurit
productivity to keep their work flowing.
In its two separate paint departments,
FAPS uses Glasurit exclusively. Most of the
work is done with 55 Line, with occasional
single-stage jobs requiring the use of the
Glasurit 22 Line.
“In the past, any time we changed
our paint system, the first thing the painters
do is complain,” says Primor, reflecting
back on the change-over to the Glasurit
55 Line; “but with the 55 Line, there were
no complaints.”
The demands on the painters at this
high-production facility are challenging,
but they’re able to easily meet the high
quality and productivity standards at FAPS
by using the Glasurit 55 Line.
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COLOR-MAX 2:
The industry’s proven winner in slashing color
match time… with perfect accuracy

As many successful, progressive shops know,
BASF took color matching speed and accuracy to a new level when it first introduced
European-developed COLOR-MAX into the
North American collision repair industry.
Today, these benefits have been even further
enhanced with the industry’s most advanced
color-matching tool: COLOR-MAX®2.
COLOR-MAX2 provides you with:
•

The ability to obtain perfect formula
matches in under 10 minutes

•

A comprehensive collection of over 4,700
metallic color formula chips, plus over
2,000 “real-world” solid colors

•

Chips sprayed with actual BASF refinish
paint using HVLP spray equipment for
perfect visual accuracy – not blade coated
or printed with inks like competitive
color tools

•

Elimination of the time needed to spray test panels (the chips are already sprayed
with paint mixed from the formula)

•

Real OEM colors derived by sampling actual car parts at OEM factories around the
world – not shades created in a laboratory

• A bar code and formula number on the back of each
chip for instant formula lookup using SmartTRAK ®2
It’s never been easier – or faster – to visually identify the
right color and obtain the matching formula than it is today
with BASF COLOR-MAX2.
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YOU SAY YOU WANT
AN EVOLUTION?
BASF’s SmartTOOLS™ family of
integrated eProduct solutions
represents the new breed of
electronic profitability tools
The capabilities of technology are growing
at a dizzying pace, far too quickly for even
the most hi-tech individual shop owners
to determine how to harness it all for
their benefit.
Fortunately, today’s progressive collision repair organizations have BASF on
their side, investing global R&D leadership
into the development of electronic tools
designed specifically for the improvement
of automotive coatings industry productivity
and profitability.
The latest collision repair offering to
evolve from BASF’s early industry-leading
technologies is SmartTOOLS.
Together, the SmartTOOLS
family takes the potential of
today’s electronic technology – and focuses its power
on the improvement of your
bottom line.
SmartTRAK®2 paint
management system
Powerful and versatile yet
easy to use, the Windows®based SmartTRAK2 system
puts you in point-and-click control of the
entire SmartTOOLS family, as well as a
range of functions such as onboard and
online global formula retrieval, VOC and
paint usage tracking, inventory management and reporting, paint costing, and
much more.

SmartCART™ & SmartLINK™
inventory management
SmartCART and SmartLINK
put the power of web-based
ordering and inventory
management in the palm
of your hand. Scan bar
codes on product cans
with SmartCART, and the
SmartLINK software will
interface with BASF
eCommerce websites
bodyshopmall.com, ColorSourceMal.com,
or PBEMall.com to instantly generate
your order.
SmartSCAN® hand-held spectro
It’s this simple: SmartSCAN reads the light
wavelengths reflecting off any vehicle
surface color, then finds the color formula in
SmartTRAK2 that will produce exactly that
color. Nothing
could cut to
the chase
more quickly
than that.

SmartCOLOR®
OEM formula CD
This comprehensive CD contains the entire
BASF color formula database, replacing
old-technology microfiche in a compact,
easy-to-use format. It also contains all
MSDS information.

Antique Color Chips CD
Restoring a 1948 Nash or a ’68 Mustang?
This CD has more than 5,700 color chips
(leading to formulas on SmartTRAK or
SmartCOLOR) for makes including DeSoto,
Studebaker, Hudson, Auburn, the Big 3 and
many, many more from 1936 to 1972.
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The SDR System is designed
to repair areas no larger than
1.5" in diameter (on vertical
surfaces with no panel
deformation) on all parts of
areas A and B as shown. In the
areas labeled C, consider the color – if it’s a
difficult color, the SDR System should be
used on the edges only and not in the center
of the panel. The SDR System should be used
for a maximum of two repairs per panel;
more than two repairs, and it’s
more efficient to clearcoat
the entire panel.

small repairs

Self-contained Glasurit SDR
(Small Damage Repair)
System packs incremental
revenue into a handy
carrying case

SDR System generating
big revenue for
Mississippi shop
It’s the new revenue generator that has the
industry buzzing – a self-contained system
for repairing scratches, dings, stone chips,
and other small damage… without having
to clearcoat the entire panel.
The Glasurit SDR System lets you
offer the additional service of fixing small
damage quickly and easily – at a reasonable price that customers are willing to
pay. Whether you sell-up this add-on
service to the insurance collision repair
customers at your shop or offer it as a
convenient “extra” to mechanical service
at your dealership, you’ll be amazed at
how easily – and quickly – the incremental
revenue and profit will add up.
It’s already bringing in extra
thousands per month for shops across
the country!
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Quality, commitment, and imagination have
helped Capitol Body Shop in Jackson, MS
grow from owner C.G. “Chad” White’s
startup dream in 1963 to one of the largest
independent collision repair facilities in the
United States.
Capitol saw the potential in the Glasurit
SDR System early. “This system targets
a different type of repair, which not only
allows us to better serve our customers,
but also provides an avenue for increased
profits,” explained 27-year Capitol veteran
Doug White, Chad’s son and a partner in
the business. Capitol implemented the SDR
System in early 2002, and were adding
$25,000 a month in gross revenue with it
by the fall.

The Glasurit SDR System
consists of:
• New Glasurit 352-500
Spot Blender
• Two SATA mini-sprayguns
designed for spot repair
• User Guide in print and
CD-ROM
• Two days of specialized
painter training
• Distinctive aluminum
carrying case

“The SDR System approach has
enabled me to do an undetectable repair in
a smaller area than usual,” added painter
David White. “Glasurit systems are by far
more advanced in productivity than other
products on the market.”
“The SDR System approach to repairing
today’s vehicles is a must,” added Terry
Evans, who brings 35 years of experience
to his role as a painter at Capitol; “all
Glasurit painters should be trained in the
SDR System. The education alone is priceless,” added Evans, referring to the two
days of intense training that are included
in the System’s price.
“You can’t repair today’s vehicles with
yesterday’s tools,” White observed, “and the
SDR System is just one example of how
Glasurit keeps us moving forward.”
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